talents; most of them retire defeated . It takes a very
strong vocation to survive in this country.
Patricia says she is self-taught. In fact she has almost
exactly the same academic background as I have :
anthropology and a diploma in education, but is selftaught in her career skills. She learned embroidery,
beading and millinery from her mother, and has
extended her skills constantly by taking short
specialist courses ever since . I think this can often
be a far better training than any academic
studies, because it is specifically tailored to
your own needs, and you collect the skills
thoroughly, when you need them, given by
teachers whom you choose.
No one college course in this country
could have trained a Patricia Black
anyway-she would always have had to
teach herself. And she does this constantly.
For her, the acquisition of each skill has
developed
whole new area of expression.
So too with materials. She says that her
feather armour series more or less originated
from her discovery of feather dusters! I
understand this clearly, because it is exactly
what happens to me. The skills and materials
trigger off ideas, which le.qd to further skills,
materials and ideas, and so on. Like I do,
Patricia is constantly collecting new skills,
adding them to the
m · ing them in new
ways, and finally, inventing new ones of her own.

a

Opposite, Huntress: Mixed
feather bodypiece, 1987
(Photo Sam Lambrou)
Background, Tiger's Eye
(detail), 1991
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She enjoys the physical manipulation of fabric, and it shows
in the work-pleating,
shirring, slashing, knotting, stitching.
She loves the challenge of getting a piece of fabric, cutting it
to a minimum, and making a beautiful draped garment.
Patricia colours her own fabrics, which is why they have
such lively, subtle colours-she is a good dyer and also does
some transfer printing, but no silk screen. I think this is
largely because she prefers to retain the great softness and
drape of the fabrics she chooses. When she works with
stiffened fabrics, it is usually for armorial bodices or
headdresses. The costumes are usually total; dresses,
headdresses, belts, collars, jewellery, capes. Silk, wood,
organza, snakeskin, leather-knotted, printed, slashed or
moulded; beads, sequins, pleated and softly wired silk,
dyed, frayed, shirred with elastic, transfer printed ... the
repertoire seems inexhaustible. She says there are no
boundaries.

Patricia feels that art elevates the feelings and senses to other
realities. She says that the physicality of the various media
she uses, allows each piece to develop its own momentum,
and a spirit of its own, as it progresses. And certainly her
clothes are not just clothes-they are filled with the spirit of
an imaginary world, which you feel you could recognise if
you only had the key to it. They are magic garments. The sort
of thing given to the hero by the Lady of the Wood to protect
him on his journey.

For someone whose studio is also her bedroom, the work
output is amazing . It is, of course, a fallacy that artists have
to have smart studios. Nearly everyone has, at least at some
time, worked in laundry, kitchen, garage etc. It is not
academic training and studios that count, but dedication,
stubbornness, hard work and vision. And Patricia has all of
these. Her studio-bedroom is small, completely and almost
literally buried in wonderful fabrics. There are feathers in
great swags half-hidden in trunks of dyed materials . A small
neat table has her only two complex tools-the sewing
machine and overlocker . It is abundantly obvious that what
goes into Patricia's work is talent and skill, not expensive
tools. She buys her fabrics from everywhere, some retail,
some wholesale. What is crucial is the nature of the fabric
and her response to it. She buys both for specific projects
and to augment her palette . To work the way Patricia does, it
is necessary to have a large palette to choose from; she
works directly with the materials to hand without any
preliminary sketches. She feels, like many of those whose
work is in textiles, that the spirit is lost if too much work is
done on paper first. The creative power goes into the
drawing and the actual textile work feels more like a copy of
the drawing. I always feel this way with tapestries of artists'
paintings. But I also know that some very talented textile
people like to draw first to feel out ideas; it is different for
different people.

Patricia has always had Q deep interest in the medieval,
ancient cultures and religions, myth and theatre, all of which
is clearly seen in her work. And she works constantly to
research her areas of interest. Few people realise the

To my great surprise, Patricia says that she feels that she has
only done about three pieces which she considers to be true
wearable art. But she also feels that for the last few years her
work is becoming more cohesive, not fragmented any

Patricia works intuitively. Given the fact that the human body
is a three-dimensional form that moves, she works for the
garment in motion. Some designers make clothes which are
so formal and stiff that the body virtually disappears, and of
course, this is perfectly valid. The clothes wear the person,
not the other way around-ceremonial
robes and some
versions of the traditional man's business suit are classic
examples of this. Not so Patricia, she makes skins for the
body; or rather for the spirit.

Above, Tiger's Eye: Silk shibori
iersey & organza, 1992 (Photo
Ian Hobbs}

extraordinary amount of research that goes into good
costume and dress design. I think it is Patricia's work in the
historical and spiritual aspects of her art, combined with her
unique vision and richness of technique, that makes the work
so characteristic as to be hers alone . A Patricia Black piece
is immediately identifiable for what it is.

i

longer. Maybe because of commitment or of some
sense of destiny, she is not sure.
It is not easy surviving as a wearable artist in
Australia, and I think in particular, Sydney. For eight
years Patricia worked with the Designers' Collective in
Adelaide, working in both exhibitions and
performance. Groups like this give a strong sense
of support, which can make all the difference to
someone working in an ignored medium , or one
which is a little different from the norm.
Now she is based in Sydney, where she finds it a
great challenge to survive in the present climate
of conservatism. Just what is it about a recession
that makes everyone want to wear what look like
rather inferior nurses' uniforms? It cannot entirely
be fear of unemployment, because people who
don't work in regular employment dress like that
too! I wish they would show some courage.
Patricia says it is a big challenge to sell without
compromise. But she does sell one-off garments
in galleries and through exhibitions. She
has had three solo exhibitions, contributed
to over twenty group exhibitions, taught
innumerable workshops, participated actively
in the Crafts Council and the Australian
Forum for the Textile Arts, coordinated
exhibitions and performances, and has
exhibited recently in the contemporary sections of the
National Gallery's exhibition Civilisation and N .S.W.
Gallery's Gold of Russia. She wants to see her work worn by
people-she doesn't like it hanging around. I understand
that. I feel I need to make the space for more ideas, and if I
have lots of old work around, it inhibits me.
Currently Patricia has been working with an American
choreographer from New Mexico, Annetta Luce, doing
Brazilian/Colombian-inspired
dance . She feels that wearable
art at its most powerful is seen on a dancer; it is wonderful to
get people to interpret the mood of the costumes. A garment
is not a static structure, it is at its best in movement.
Technically it is more difficult to work for performance, but it
is also more challenging-a
bigger environment.

Above, Entomologica Series:
Silk sculptured organza, 1992
{Photo Ian Hobbs)
Right, Entomologica Series:
Sculptured silk chiffon, 1992
{Photo Ian Hobbs)
Background, Chrysalis Series:
Wired shibori-pleated polyester
{Photo Patricia Black)
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Annetta Luce works with Brazilian musicians to do her
interpretation of Brazilian dance and culture, inspired by rain
forests. The music is a fascinating combination of African,
Portuguese and native Brazilian, and includes instruments
which make weird, eerie, jungle sounds.
Patricia designed about ten insect-inspired
costumes or body sculptures of wired organza (she
uses fishing line for the wired effect, and it is very soft and pliable}, and the choreographer created the
movement actually for the costumes, rather than
commissioning costume to interpret the dance.

Patricia told me that while she was thinking and researching
the costumes,· insects kept appearing in her life-huge
praying mantises, unusual things. She wondered if the
intensity of the creative process was somehow drawing them
to her!
Her most recent project is for the International Shibori
Symposium in Nagoya, Japan, in November this year.
Patricia was selected, together with twenty-nine other world
textile artists, to decorate a traditional silk kimono in her own
style for an exhibition at the Symposium. I saw the kimonoit had just arrived-all
white, shining silk, patterned in a
traditional figured design. Patricia is planning to shibori-dye
the silk, interspersed with panels of sheer, wired organza in
a flowing linear design . She wants to have it lit from within
so that the alternating transparency and opacity will be seen
to its full potential.
For the future, she is planning a film. She finds it frustrating
for her work to be stuck in museums, where you cannot see
the intended concept properly
realised. In film you can
articulate the spirit of the
work through visuals,
sound, music and
movement. The
film is to be

Fossil Aeon: Aged stone-wash suede and feathers, 1989
(Photo Sam Lambrou)
Lionhearted, 1986 (Photo Michael Kluvanec)

about Women of Power, women who contact other reality,
relating it to creative power-a kind of conceptual series of
images portraying the idea of creative power through
Patricia's garments. I think it sounds absolutely fascinating
and, since she has asked me to be in it, I might even get to
write about the whole experience!
Patricia's work can be seen at Australian Craftworks, The
Rocks, Sydney, and at the Australian Craft Show, Sydney, in
November.

Inga Hunter

